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List of spaceflight-related accidents and incidents

Incident Date Mission Description

Struck by camera 
during splashdown

24 
November 
1969

Apollo 
12

Astronaut Alan Bean was struck 
above the right eyebrow by...

Space Shuttle in-flight 
engine failure

29 July 
1985

STS-
51-F

Five minutes, 45 seconds into 
ascent, one of three main e...

Fire on board 23 
February 
1997

Mir There was a fire on board the Mir 
space station when a li...

Collision in space 25 June 
1997

Mir At Mir, during a re-docking test with 
the Progress M-34 c...

28 more rows

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_spaceflight-related_accidents_and_incidents

List of spaceflight-related accidents and incidents -
Wikipâ€¦
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Space Shuttle
Columbia
disaster

On February 1, 2003,
the Space Shuttle
Columbia disintegrated
upon reentering Earth's
atmosphere, killinâ€¦

Wikipedia YouTube

Date: Feb 01, 2003

Location: Over Texas and Louisiana

Cause: Wing damage from debris
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en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_spaceflight-related_accidents_and_incidents

List of spaceflight-related accidents and incidents ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_spaceflight-related...
10 rows · (In the statistics below, "astronaut" is applied to all space travellers to avoid the
use of "astronaut/cosmonaut".) During spaceflight As of March 2018, in-flight accidents
have killed 18 astronauts, in four separate incidents.

Astronaut fatalities · Non-fatal incidents ... · Non-fatal incidents ...

Top 5 space shuttle disasters - TopYaps
https://topyaps.com/top-5-space-shuttle-disasters
One of the most daunting and expensive disasters in the history of space exploration. On
February 1st, 2003, the entire world was watching the live telecast of the arrival of seven
brilliant daredevils but their dreams were shattered when shuttle converted into a â€¦

NASA Remembers Three Space Tragedies
https://www.space.com/4879-nasa-remembers-space-tragedies.html
The highly anticipated Jan. 28, 1986, launch of Space Shuttle Challenger, which carried
the first teacher-astronaut, Christa McAuliffe, was watched live by many around the
nation, including school children.

Images of list of space shuttle disasters
bing.com/images

See more images of list of space shuttle disasters

Space Shuttle Columbia disaster - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_Shuttle_Columbia_disaster
On February 1, 2003, the Space Shuttle Columbia disintegrated upon reentering Earth's
atmosphere, killing all seven crew members. The disaster was the second fatal accident
in the Space Shuttle program after Space Shuttle Challenger, which broke apart and killed
the seven-member crew 73 seconds after liftoff in 1986.

Crew · Debris strike during ... · Flight risk management · Re-entry timeline

10 Horrific Disasters Of The Space Program - Listverse
listverse.com/2014/03/17/10-horrific-disasters-of-the-space-program

1. X-15 Flight 3-65-97. On November 15, 1967, Michael J. Adams undocked his X-15 â€¦

2. Soyuz 23. Photo credit: Virtual Space Exploration Museum. The Soyuz spacecraft â€¦

3. Gemini 8. In 1962, the US began the Gemini program, designed to support the â€¦

4. Apollo 1. The Apollo 1 tragedy occurred on January 27, 1967 during a simulated â€¦

See all full list on listverse.com

Space shuttle disasters list articles | Room Space Journal
https://room.eu.com/content/space-shuttle-disasters-list
Our authors include researchers and industry leaders from all over the world, which lets
us bring you the newest and comprehensive information about space shuttle disasters
list

7 Accidents and Disasters in Spaceflight History ...
https://www.britannica.com/list/7-accidents-and-disasters-in...
The space shuttle Challenger disaster that occurred on January 28, 1986, marked one of
the most devastating days in the history of space exploration.

Space Shuttle Columbia - Facts & Summary -
HISTORY.com
https://www.history.com/topics/columbia-disaster
Jan 16, 2003 · The Columbia disaster was the second tragedy in the history of the space
shuttle program, after the space shuttle Challenger broke apart shortly after launch in
1986 and all seven astronauts on board perished.

The 15 Worst Space Disasters (And Some Very Close â€¦
https://www.therichest.com/rich-list/most-shocking/the-15-worst...
The 15 Worst Space Disasters (And Some Very Close Calls) Space disasters remind us
that, ... 12 The Space Shuttle Columbia Disaster â€“ February 1, ...

13 Chilling Details About The Space Shuttle Columbia
Disaster
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Disaster
https://www.ranker.com/list/space-shuttle-columbia-disaster/...
On February 1, 2003, the space shuttle Columbia was reentering Earth's atmosphere
after a two-week routine mission when it exploded, killing all seven astronau...

The Space Shuttle Columbia Disaster - Space Safety â€¦
www.spacesafetymagazine.com › Space Disasters
The Space Shuttle Columbia Disaster The Columbia Disaster is one of the most tragic
events in spaceflight history. Its impact on US human spaceflight program, and the
resulting decision to discontinue the Space Shuttle Program, was so dramatic that to this
date NASA has not recovered an autonomous human access to space.

'Gravity' and Reality: History's Worst Space Disasters
https://www.space.com/23182-gravity-film-worst-space-disasters.html
'Gravity' leads audiences on a gripping adventure following a space shuttle disaster. But
real-life dangers and disasters have haunted space travel from the beginning.

Space Disasters and Close Calls in Human Spaceflight
www.spacesafetymagazine.com/space-disasters
Space disasters are failures of technology, design, and management leading to loss of
life. ... â€“ Read our section on The Space Shuttle Columbia Disaster.
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How many space shuttle crashes?

http://www.spacesafetymagazine.com/space-disasters/columbia-disaster/
http://www.spacesafetymagazine.com/space-disasters/
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What space shuttle exploded?



When did the space shuttle explode?



How many shuttles blew up?
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